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Zombie Cities
Urban Form and Population Loss
I don't think the government can create communities. I think only people can create
communities. But I do think that governments can help lay down the conditions for
what kind of community you have a chance of having, for better and for worse.1

Zombie is a Haitian Creole term used to denote an animated corpse that is brought back to life by
mystical means such as witchcraft. Zombie Cities, as I use the term here, are decimated urban areas that
are brought back to life by mystical means such as public policy.2 The success of reviving and
reanimating these Zombie Cities relies on the alchemy of initiatives—economic, social, legal—that
create the conditions that facilitate re‐animation. This examination focuses on the legal piece of the
puzzle and turns on land use law and zoning codes that allow a city to reimagine itself in a form that is
possibly quite different than that one currently codified. Land use law (and the planning policies that
underpin such law) is deeply rooted in the concept of managing growth.3 The emphasis on growth is
clearly misplaced for cities with huge population losses. The growth emphasis borders on perverse when
you consider the link between the impact of single use Euclidean zoning and the segregation of the poor
into the urban core (where high density/low cost housing is available) which in many cases exacerbated
losses in population. 4 At best traditional zoning law treats the city as a static concept; at worst it
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imposes antiquated and unforgiving strictures that fail to allow organic and dynamic change. As cities
lose population and increasingly contain hollow caverns of land caused by population shrinkage, local
governments struggle to align the land use codes premised upon population growth with their new
topographic reality.
In this paper I will examine population losses in large American cities. I specifically focus on the largest
cities because of the iconic position they hold in the American urban landscape. Detroit may be the most
visible example of this phenomenon. While there are certainly many smaller urban areas that suffer
from population loss, the transmogrification of cities such as Detroit ‐‐ plus St. Louis, Pittsburgh and
Cleveland‐‐ deals a blow to our national identity. Cars. Beer. Steel. These are all industries that not only
employ millions but also serve as a unique moniker of a city’s public face. When an economic identity
succumbs to a new economic reality must the city follow in its path? Historically legal scholars have paid
particular attention to local land use as a method to controlling growth. Not nearly enough attention has
been paid to local land use law as a method of managing shrinkage.
In this examination I will first set the stage by presenting census data demonstrating trends in
population loss in major American cities. Information presented in this section should not surprise the
reader. Rather it is included to quantify the scope of population loss in many US cities. The economic5,
physical6 and even climatic7 reasons for why some cities are losing population and others gaining is
certainly well researched. However, there is another thread of inquiry that deserves more attention,
especially from land use scholars. The de‐industrialization of the US economy (and concomitantly of
many US cities) led to the phenomenon of US population centers shifting from being centers of
production and becoming centers of consumption and creation of social capital. This article includes a
review of the literature in urban planning and urban economics that examines this change.
The legal question presented is how zoning law and planning regulations are (or are not) keeping pace
with this change. The viability US cities will increasingly rely on a city’s consumption profile so we must
juxtapose current land use law against that trend. Traditional Euclidian zoning with its separation of uses
is premised upon the city as a center of production. But modern US cities are no longer centers of
production. Zoning, if done correctly, can capture the value of consumption in the urban setting. The
next task is to re‐imagine traditional zoning so as to conform with the new economic reality of a city
being the center of consumption. This article will present examples of zoning initiatives that support the
consumption based city form. Deindustrialization devastated not only the economic viability but also the
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social fiber in many US cities. The new economic order based on a strong service sector lends itself to a
new zoning pattern that supports the development of a consumption oriented urban form.
The goal of this examination is to push local governments in the direction of breaking the pattern of
trying to recreate days of past glory of the manufacturing economy that necessitated the separation of
land uses. These attempts often rely on policies that reinforce economic realities that will not be coming
back. Not all historically large cities have suffered devastating population declines. There are cities
where population loss has at least been attenuated if not completely reversed.8 Cities that have come
through this metamorphosis have learned to accept the city that is rather than the city that was or could
have been. City leaders must move towards visualizing their cities poised for viability in a new economic
world order where cities satisfy the consumptive needs of the citizens. The leaders in what might be
categorized as Zombie Cities will stand a better chance of re‐animating the corpse by putting together
plans based on managing shrinkage and re‐imaging their city as a consumption center with a smaller
population.

Phoenicia vs. Phoenix
History is replete with once thriving cities that dwindle to nothing. Ancient cities like Carthage
(destroyed by war), Pompeii (destroyed by nature) and Tanis (destroyed by economic changes) rose and
fell. Even the modern day Phoenix Arizona pays homage to a lost civilization of the Ho Ho Kam (Native
American title for “the people who have gone”) who once lived there but disappeared because of
drought.9 In the relatively short period of American history we have seen countless US towns rise and
fall on changing industrial and mercantile winds. The somewhat famous ghost town of Bodie, California
represents an urban center that thrived on gold and died when the rush ended.10
On the other hand, world cities such as Addis Ababa and Riyadh that were relatively small urban centers
in 1950 are home to millions of residents in 2010.11 In the United States cities like Phoenix (despite its
historically ironic moniker) have literally exploded in population.12 The top twenty US cities (in terms of
population)13 in 1950 were14:
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City

Population
(Thousands)

New York City
Chicago
Philadelphia
Los Angeles
Detroit
Baltimore
Cleveland
St. Louis
Washington, D.C.
Boston
San Francisco
Pittsburgh
Milwaukee
Houston
Buffalo
New Orleans
Minneapolis
Cincinnati
Seattle
Kansas City

7,892
3,621
2,072
1,970
1,850
950
915
857
802
801
775
677
637
596
580
570
522
504
468
457

By 2009 the top twenty had shifted15:
City

Population
(Thousands)

New York City
Los Angeles
Chicago
Houston

8,392
3,832
2,851
2,258

Phoenix
Philadelphia

1,594
1,547

14

Census of Population 1970 http://www2.census.gov/prod2/statcomp/documents/1980‐02.pdf Table No. 28 at p.
24 and Statistical Abstract of the United States 2011,
http://www.census.gov/compendia/statab/2011/tables/11s0027.pdf Table 27 at p. 34
15
Statistical Abstract of the United States 2011,
http://www.census.gov/compendia/statab/2011/tables/11s0027.pdf Table 27 at p. 34
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San Antonio
San Diego
Dallas
San Jose
Detroit
San Francisco
Jacksonville
Indianapolis
Austin
Columbus
Fort Worth
Charlotte
Memphis
Boston

1,374
1,306
1,300
965
911
815
814
808
786
769
728
704
677
645

Although New York, Chicago and Los Angeles remained at the top of the heap, the remainder of the list
represents more than a reshuffling of the deck chairs. If we match lists of population gains against
population losses it becomes clear that some cities that weren’t on the list of large cities in 1950 (e.g.
Phoenix and San Antonio) catapulted to the top of the 2010 list. Likewise some very large cities in 1950
disappeared from the list by 2009 (e.g. St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Baltimore, Cleveland).
It is not just the number of people lost that matters; the percentage loss is more pointed indicator of
whether a city takes on zombie characteristics. A 300 pound woman can lose 100 pounds and still be
healthy. A 175 pound woman who loses 100 pounds risks death. Here is a list of the cities that were
among the top twenty in population in 1950 and the percentage they lost by 2009:
St. Louis

‐58%

Pittsburgh

‐54%

Buffalo

‐53%

Cleveland

‐53%

Detroit

‐51%

New Orleans

‐38%

Cincinnati

‐34%

Baltimore

‐33%

Minneapolis

‐26%
5

Philadelphia

‐25%

Washington, D.C.

‐25%

Chicago

‐21%

Boston

‐19%

Milwaukee

‐5%

Interestingly, once these cities started losing population it is rare for it to be resuscitated to its former
size. 16 If a city falls off of the “top twenty” list it never goes back on. Although the years between 2000
and 2009 saw a slowing of decline (and even some increases) the bounce backs are increasingly less.
Like a patient experiencing rally periods of comparatively renewed health these increases are not
enough to regain full vitality. Even worse there are some cities, such as Cleveland and Detroit, that have
had fifty years of unrelenting population loss.17
By way of comparison here are the cities that were in the top twenty in population in 2009 and the
percentage growth since 1950:
San Francisco

5%

Kansas City

5%

New York City

6%

Seattle

32%

Memphis

71%

Indianapolis

89%

Los Angeles

95%

Columbus

105%

Fort Worth

161%

Dallas

199%

San Antonio

237%

Houston

279%

16

New York and Seattle are notable exceptions. These cities managed to actually gain back early losses that post a
net increase over the 60 year period.
17
One commentator has dubbed these as the “hard core” in terms of population loss. See, Robert Beauregard,
Urban population loss in historical perspective: United States, 1820‐2000, Environment and Planning A Vol. 41 pp
514‐528 (2009) at 521
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San Diego

291%

Jacksonville

297%

Charlotte

425%

Austin

496%

San Jose

915%

Phoenix

1389%

The pattern of growth mirrors the pattern of decline. Once a city started to grow the growth continued
unabated through 2009. This is not just a regional phenomenon (admittedly, though, the cities in the
South and West have been growing for nearly half a century). This pattern holds true within many
regions of the United States.
The economic, social and geographic similarity within each group of winners and losers (and conversely
the dissimilarity between the groups) is a well‐travelled discussion. Population gainers tend to have
lower density, warmer weather and employment based on service. Population losers tend to be denser,
colder weather, and an industrial based employment. An additional lens I would like to introduce into
the discussion is the role of iconic identity. If one looks at the cities that lost population they often are
associated with an iconic product (Pittsburgh=Steel, Detroit=Cars, St. Louis =Beer). This is more than a
story of loss of the jobs in the manufacturing sector. This is a story of a lost identity. This loss will serve
as persistent undertow in formulating policy. In essence this demographic change is more than
population loss; this is loss of identity.
Iconic city identities are rooted in manufacturing. From 1960 to 2000 US employment in manufacturing
slid from 2% to 13%.18 In 1950 seven of the eight largest American cities had a larger manufacturing
sector than that found on a nationwide basis (only Los Angeles had fewer people proportionately
employed in manufacturing).19 By 1990 only two cities (Chicago and Detroit) had a larger sector of its
workforce in manufacturing than the national percentage.20 By 2000 only Detroit was left with a
proportion of workforce in manufacturing larger than the national workforce. 21 Clearly the loss of
manufacturing jobs dealt a mighty blow to many cities. However, loss is only part of the story.
Job gain in the service sector stands as important as job loss in manufacturing. US employment in the
service sector grew from 62.2% in 196022 to 79% in 2010.23 The differentiating point in whether a city
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U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, available at http://data.bls.gov/pdq/SurveyOutputServlet
Edward L. Glaeser, Are Cities Dying?, J. Econ. Perspectives, Vol. 12, No.2, 39–160, 144‐145. (Spring 1998 ).
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Edward L. Glaeser, Are Cities Dying?, J. Econ. Perspectives, Vol. 12, No.2, 39–160, 144‐145. (Spring 1998 ).
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SOCDS County Business Patterns Special Data Extracts, available at http://socds.huduser.org.
Kutscher, Ronald E., The American Work Force, 1992‐2005, Bureau of Labor Statistics Monthly Labor Review
(Nov. 1993).
22
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becomes a zombie (or whether it escapes that fate) is whether other sectors (most likely service) pick up
employment. In essence we should compare the slope in the line in the number of manufacturing jobs
and the slope in the line of the number of service jobs to begin the discussion of the likelihood of a city
pushing itself forward. As an illustration: In 1970 Boston had 43,240 people employed in manufacturing
and by 2000 this number slid to 21,329.24 In 1970 the city had 86,433 people employed in service jobs
and by 2000 this number increased to 142,131.25 As other commentators have noted: metropolitan
areas with high levels of education and significant manufacturing as of 1940 switched from
manufacturing to other industries faster than high‐manufacturing areas with less human capital. These
results suggest that skills are valuable because they help cities adapt and change their activities in
response to negative economic shocks. High skills allow reinvention. We should not be surprised if a
high‐skill New England city manages to reinvent itself while a low‐skill rust belt town does not. Boston
shines as a great example of cities that managed to escape zombie status despite decline in
population.26
In contrast, Detroit represents the opposite phenomenon. In 1970 Detroit has 186,215 jobs in
manufacturing which slid to 64,586 in 2000.27 Unlike Boston, though, jobs in the service sector did not
pick up the slack. In fact service jobs declined from 131,969 in 1970 to 128,559 in 2000.28 Failure to
adapt to the new economy serves as a marker for zombie city. A nuanced, but critical, point should be
highlighted here. To escape zombie status does not require population gain to previous levels. There
are several cities (Chicago, Washington DC, in addition to Boston) that declined in absolute population
but whose proportion of service sector employment either rose or declined at a much slower pace.29
This distinction serves as an important starting point for the later policy discussion of when and how
zombie cities can be revived.

Role of Zoning
In their attempt to turn the tide on population loss many cities have implemented various strategies
such as tax based incentives (e.g. tax abatements)30 and eminent domain (often as a precursor to large
23

Richard Henderson, Employment Outlook: 2010 ‐2020, Bureau of Labor Statistics Monthly Labor Review (Jan.
2012).
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The Rise of the Skilled City, Edward L. Glaeser; Albert Saiz; Gary Burtless; William C. Strange Brookings‐Wharton
Papers on Urban Affairs, (2004), pp. 47‐105 at 84.
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U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Dev., State of the Cities Data Systems, Avail.at
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U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Dev., State of the Cities Data Systems, Avail.at
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Cities, such as Phoenix and Houston, that phenomenal growth between 1950 and 2000 experienced substantial
growth in number of service jobs.
30
Another popular incentive, Tax Increment Financings (“TIFs”), are generally not used by declining cities as they
are a tool for financing based on growth. See, Richard Briffault, The Most Popular Tool: Tax Increment Financing
And The Political Economy Of Local Government, 77 U. Chi. L. Rev. 65, 80 (2010)
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scale redevelopment projects). The success of these efforts, whether it is Renaissance Center in Detroit
or the Inner Harbor in Baltimore fell short in repositioning the respective cities back to their former
stature. Targeted, place based, efforts such as these do not go deep enough into the nucleus of the
issue. The core of the problem rests in changing not an individual facet or neighborhood. But rather,
reformulating the essence of the city itself.
Zoning stands out as an important ingredient in the alchemy of policy that influences whether a city
becomes a zombie. Cities with strict land use and zoning laws differ systematically from cities where the
code is more lenient.31 Strict land use laws are a hindrance to zombie cities in two salient fashions. First
of all these codes tend to be based on the theory of separation of uses. As housing stock ages and
becomes uninhabitable the ability to quickly redapt the property for non‐residential use is hampered.
Secondly, most of the existing law is zoning for the control of growth; not zoning for planned decline.
This results in an awkward focus on what in some instances is a quixotic fantasy of revival to former
glory.
Euclidian Zoning
Very few regulatory decisions have stood the test of time as the case of Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty
Co.32 This case upheld the constitutionality of the Standard Zoning Enabling Act of 1922. The Act formed
the basis upon which most zoning in the United States is modeled and carried with it the
implementation of both density prevention and separation of uses as fundamental goals of zoning and
land use.33 Adoption of zoning was swift and pervasive. By 1926 more than 426 municipalities containing
more than 27 million inhabitants (then over half of the total urban population in the United States) lived
in zoned cities.34
A groundbreaking decision, Euclid was monumental in its day and has continued to be the foundation
for development for many generations.35 In Euclid, the Supreme Court legitimized local government’s
ability to control development within its boundaries, ruling that local municipalities can oversee
industrial development to ensure that it “shall proceed within definitely fixed lines.”36 As enunciated by
the Supreme Court, the constitutionality of the separations of uses explicitly rests on the notion that

31

Wayne Batchis, Enabling Urban Sprawl: Revisiting The Supreme Court's Seminal Zoning Decision Euclid V. Ambler
In The 21st Century, 17 Va. J. Soc. Pol'y & L. 373, 381 (2010)
32
Village of Euclid, Ohio v. Ambler Realty, 272 U.S. 365, 47 S.Ct. 114 (1926)This case is commonly understood to
be “one of the most influential and enduring judicial decisions upholding the rights of communities to determine
their demographic, economic, and societal future.” See, Michael Allan Wolf, Euclid At Threescore Years And Ten: Is
This The Twilight Of Environmental And Land‐Use Regulation? 30 U. Rich. L. Rev. 961 (1996)
33
Janice C. Griffith, Green Infrastructure: The Imperative of Open Space Preservation, 42/43 Ur. Law 259
(2010/2011) (around fn 74)
34
Garrett Power, The Unwisdom Of Allowing City Growth To Work Out Its Own Destiny, 47 Md. L. Rev. 626 (1988)
35
Village of Euclid, Ohio v. Ambler Realty, 272 U.S. 365, 47 S.Ct. 114 (1926). See Nadav Shoked , The Reinvention
of Ownership: the Embrace of Residential Zoning and the Modern Populist Reading of Property, 28 Yale J. on Reg.
91 (2011)
for more background and analysis of Euclid.
36
Euclid, 272 U.S. at 389.
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single family uses must be insulated from the perceived negative impact of non‐residential uses.37
When we consider the plight of zoning in cities with declining residential population, the primacy of the
single family dwelling in zoning codes severely limits what can happen to hollowed out neighborhoods.
In its opinion, the Court found in favor of an ordinance which limited the construction of multi‐family
apartment buildings next to single family homes, explaining that “…apartment houses, which in a
different environment would be not only entirely unobjectionable but highly desirable, come very near
to being nuisances…”38 as they destroy the quiet character of detached family neighborhoods.
As we move into the twenty‐first century, it is becoming clear that a new American reality is emerging.
Cities continue to change and evolve; some shrinking, some growing, as the centers of population shift.
While this is not a new phenomenon, there is a need for reformation of local zoning codes to meet the
changing dynamics. As the dynamics of the city transform, so too must the zoning codes. Concurrent
with this resizing of American cities, comes a shift in employment trends. There is no longer a definitive
need for clean, quiet residential areas located apart from the noise and filth of factories and other
commercial enterprises.39 In fact the advent of the digital age has brought the actual workplace to the
worker’s living room in some instances.
Zoning for Population Growth
Few zoning ordinances, still the most frequent tool of American local land‐use planning, explicitly
anticipate that the locality or its neighborhoods will lose population.40 In fact, this is the major flaw in
adopting the New Urbanism matrix on declining urban cores. As zoning has evolved there has been an
increasing emphasis on “smart growth” and sprawl deterrence.41 The community creation of New
Urbanism is a means, not an end. Planners and urban economists have a robust literature in the area of
shrinking cities.42 By contrast, legal scholarship on zoning historically has focused heavily on growth and
37

Get cite from case. See also, Gerald A. Fisher, The Comprehensive Plan Is An Indispensable Compass For
Navigating Mixed‐Use Zoning Decisions Through The Precepts Of The Due Process, Takings, And Equal Protection
Clauses, 40 Urb. Law. 831, 831 (2008)
38

Euclid, 272 U.S. at 395.
Separation of land uses originated in part from an effort to improve inner‐city conditions; “the proximity of polluting industry
to housing, paired with overcrowding and the widespread lack of sanitation, contributed to making the industrial city a center
of disease and misery.” See Sonia Hirt, The Mixed‐Use Trend: Planning Attitudes and Practices in Northeast Ohio, Jour. of
Architectural and Planning Research 24:3 (Autumn 2007), 224, 225.
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Deborah Popper and Frank Popper, Smart Decline in Post‐Carbon Cities, The Post Carbon Reader Series: Cities,
Towns, and Suburbs http://www.postcarbon.org/Reader/PCReader‐Popper‐Decline.pdf, Post Carbon Institute
2010. An interesting exception to this statement is Youngstown, OH. For years, despite massive population losses
the zoning code planned for growth. Finally in the 2010 Plan acknowledged the shrinking population and took
steps to plan for a smaller city. City of Youngstown, The Youngstown 2010 Citywide Plan 45 (2005), available at
http://www.youngstown2010.com.
41
Janice C. Griffith, Regional Governance Reconsidered, 21 J. L. & Pol. 505, around fn 142 (2005), Patricia E. Salkin,
From Euclid To Growing Smart: The Transformation Of The American Local Land Use Ethic Into Local Land Use And
Environmental Controls, 20 Pace Envtl. L. Rev. 109, generally
42
Rieniets, T. Shrinking cities: Causes and effects of urbanpopulation losses in the twentieth century 4 Nature &
Culture 231‐254 (2009) (international perspective on shrinking cities); James Rhodes and John Russo, Shrinking
Smart? Urban Redevelopment and Shrinkage in Youngstown, OH 34 Urban Geography 3 (2013)(analyzes planning
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sprawl containment.43 Whether for environmental reasons,44 open space preservation,45 land use is
viewed through the lens of growth. Even writers in Michigan, one of the few states that LOST population
in the last decade,46 focus on sprawl when discussing zoning.47 Those who do write about zoning and
population loss focus on specific palliative remedies such as urban farming48 and land banks49. To their
credit, there have been radical proposals put forth recently, such as decommissioning neighborhoods
through the use of eminent domain.50 In this article, however, I advocate a more inclusive mode of
transformation by allowing the neighborhood (rather than City Hall) determine the form of the city.
Zoning for Population Decline
One commentator has noted that the population declines experienced by many of America’s
manufacturing centers might be the final stage of trauma positioning these cities for the next stage of
urbanizations.51 As with any crisis, medical or demographic, the problem rests in identifying the nadir.
While cities such as Pittsburgh and Philadelphia have seen population and property values stabilize in
the last decade, there is still considerable skepticism as to whether this change is sustainable and

efforts of Youngstown, OH); Justin B. Hollander and Jeremy Nemeth, The Bounds Of Smart Decline: A Foundation
Theory For Planning Shrinking Cities 21 Housing Policy Debate 3 (2011)(focusing on ethics, equity and social
justice); Robert Mark Silverman, Kelly Patterson, Dawn Of The Dead City: An Exploratory Analysis Of Vacant
Addresses In Buffalo, NY 2008–2010 Journal Urban Affairs, Vol 35 Issue 2 (May 2013) (linking neighborhood
poverty rates to prevalence of vacant properties)
43
One interesting direction is the notion of municipal dissolution as set forth in Michelle Wilde Anderson,
Dissolving Cities, 121 Yale L.J. (2012). See also, Ashira Pelman Ostrow, Emerging Counties: 122 Yale L.J. Online 187.
Dissolution is the final step and, despite its use in Miami, one which has limited practical implication for the large
cities under inspection here. The Planning community on the other hand has several toeholds into the notion of
planning for shrinking cities. See, Shrinking Cities: International Perspectives and Policy Implications, eds. Karina
Pallagst, Thorsten Wiechmann and Cristina Martinez‐Fernandez, Routledge 2013 and Hunter Morrison and
Margaret Dewar, Planning in America’s Legacy Cities: Toward Better, Smaller Communities After Decline, in
Rebuilding America’s Legacy Cities, Alan Mallach, ed, The American Assembly (2012).
44
Michael Bothe, Property Rights and Local Zoning V. Nature Protection: Some Comparative Spotlights, 42/43 Ur.
Law 259 (2010/2011); Charles Haar, Michael Allan Wolf, Planning And Law: Shaping The Legal Environment Of Land
Development And Preservation, 40 Envtl. L. Rep. News & Analysis 10419 (2010)
45
Janice C. Griffith, Green Infrastructure: The Imperative of Open Space Preservation, 42/43 Ur. Law 259
(2010/2011)
46
US Census Bureau. See, http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/26000.html
47
See, H. William Freeman, A New Legal Landscape For Planning And Zoning: Using Form‐Based Codes To Promote
New Urbanism And Sustainability, 36 Mich. Real Prop. Rev. 117 (2009)
48
See, Susanne A. Heckler, A Right To Farm In The City: Providing A Legal Framework For Legitimizing Urban
Farming In American Cities 47 Val. U. L. Rev. 217 and Catherine J. LaCroix, Urban Agriculture and other Green Uses:
Remaking the Shrinking City, 42 Urb. Law. 225 (2010)
49
Julie Tappendorf and Brent Denzin, Turning Vacant Properties Into Community Assets Through Land Banking, 43
Urb. Law. 801 (2011)
50
Ben Beckman, The Wholesale Decommissioning Of Vacant Urban Neighborhoods: Smart Decline, Public‐Purpose
Takings, And The Legality Of Shrinking Cities, 58 Clev. St. L. Rev. 387 (2010)
51
Robert Beauregard, Urban population loss in historical perspective: United States, 1820‐2000, Environment and
Planning A Vol. 41 pp 514‐528 (2009)
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impacting.52 Even in the face of population loss, though, few cities have taken the challenge to address
this problem with changes to land use law.
There are a few brave cities hitting this issue head on. For example, Youngstown, Buffalo, Braddock (PA)
and Flint (MI) have recognized that radical transformative change may be their only salvation.53 The
most visible effort of zoning for population decline is Detroit. The Detroit Works Project seeks to turn
large swaths of the city back into farmland by demolishing whole neighborhoods.54 These ambitious
aspirations are rooted in a two pronged development plan that invites community engagement.55 As
highlighted by Detroit’s recent declaration of bankruptcy these drastic measures seem to be too late.
It requires strong political will to suggest zoning for shrinkage. Unfortunately this will rarely exists absent
dire circumstances. In this vein, I propose that we instead view this change in direction as zoning for
consumption instead of zoning for decline. In fact, this is the shift that post‐industrial cities are
attempting to make. They must shed the model of land use based on a production based scheme and
embrace the notion that cities, if they are to survive, need to first meet the consumption needs of
present and future citizens. The image of a manufacturing powerhouse, along with its signature product,
can no longer define the identity of a city.

Zoning and cities‐ centers of production or consumption?
Cities as Centers of Production
From the tables above we can see that most of the US cities that were the major population losers in the
last 60 years were also the major centers of industrial production in the preceding era. Job loss in the
former industrial cities was not a matter of industries changing locations. Industrial companies did not
simply pull up stakes in Pittsburgh and move their operations to Charlotte. Rather the percentage of
people employed in industrial jobs dropped steadily in the United States from 33.7% in 1950 to 13% in
2000. 56 On a city scale, in 1950 seven of the eight largest US cities had a larger manufacturing sector
that that of the US.57 By 1990 this number was down to two (Chicago and Detroit),58 and by 2000 only
Detroit had a larger percentage of its workforce in manufacturing that the United States.59 As industrial
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employment moved outside the US Population loss did not occur evenly across urban centers. Industrial
cities (including port cities) bore the brunt of the losses.60
As jobs shifted away from manufacturing, employment and population patterns likewise shifted. From
1960 to 2000 the percentage of US employment in the service sector rose from 65% to 81%.61 As one
economist noted, the mobility of employment to different sectors moves more quickly than city
population.62 Furthermore, it has also been shown that cities drop percentage of workers in a sector
much more quickly than they add employment in another sector. This means that a city once dependent
on a dying industry, such as manufacturing, will drop employment much more quickly than it will add to
its employment in a non‐manufacturing sector.63 Just as Glaeser and Gyourko determined about
housing, urban decline is not the mirror image of growth.64 The resulting situation reflects more than a
temporary business cycle shock. It signals a permanent problem in the city’s labor market.65 Detroit has
been studied as a city that has not successfully balanced the loss of production jobs with an increase of
employment in the service sector.66
Manufacturing cities lost more than population and jobs during this era. City amenities such as
restaurants, culture and beauty suffered as well. Some studies have shown that this decline in amenities
is an ongoing struggle that continues to plague former manufacturing centers.67 The lack of amenities
hampers growth because cities are increasingly oriented around consumption amenities spurring
population growth faster in higher amenity areas.68 Research has found a strong positive correlation
between population growth and consumption amenities suggesting that quality of life is becoming an
increasing more important determinant of where people choose to live.69
The land use regulatory backdrop to the production center city was built upon the pervasive adoption of
Euclidian zoning statutes that sought to separate factory from home. Despite its longevity and indelible
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imprint on the planning of US cities, Euclidian zoning has been routinely criticized as “functionalist”70
and “rigid.”71 Such criticisms will pointedly challenge cities with declining populations. This type of land
use regulation may serve the model of a city as a center of production but it is poorly suited for the city
as a center of consumption. The mismatch stems from basing the regulatory utility of zoning codes as a
means of controlling production and growth. They provide a long term promise of status quo for one’s
property, of maintaining the exclusive character of a place. This was based partly on nuisance
principles‐‐ a facet of American law which prevents a neighbor from interfering with another’s
enjoyment or use of his property. But the Court also noted that urban life was becoming increasingly
more complex.72 Even in the original Euclid opinion, Justice Sutherland argued that new innovations
required new zoning.73 It should be noted that a more modern view maintains that this move towards
separate uses was due less to modern inventions, such as the automobile, and more to the movement
of social norms towards a separation between work and the residence and the residence and the city.74
The separation of work and home is no longer practical given the lifestyle and housing climate of today.
Instead, zoning needs to turn on a different axis – towards the goals of consumption and the creation of
social capital. These two prongs are in keeping with the progression of social norms as they are today.
Cities as Centers of Consumption
At the dawn of the internet some predicted that technological innovation would eviscerate the role of
urban centers as providing the hub for employment. This prognostication proved incorrect.75 However
changes in how we work did blur the distinction between work and home.76 As these lines shift so must
the proper role of zoning. As noted above, city amenities have emerged as a crucial factor in population
growth. Cities that will thrive in the future will do so because they provide an attractive place to live and
enjoy and less so because they are centers of production.77 Population growth is strongly positively
correlated with consumption amenities.78 However, zoning based on separation of uses clashes with
consumption based model of urban design. For a city to become a center of consumption residents
cannot be walled off from places of commerce. Mixed use zoning, notably that which is done along the
lines of Urban Villages, is an important first step. As will be discussed, infra, Urban Villages exemplify the
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correct match of land use regulation to urban form. Besides offering localized variety of use, these plans
decentralize the city, creating multiple focus areas throughout the city with increased accessibility.
This consumption model, as expressed through decentralization of urban form, facilitates the creation of
social capital. Although notoriously difficult to clearly define, social capital can be thought of as
“… connections among individuals – social networks and the norms of reciprocity and trustworthiness
that arise from them.”79 Land use regulations impact how our communities are to be structured and the
interpersonal networks of social capital that populate them. 80 Social capital encourages action and the
realization of goals, through personal interactions between individuals and the positive qualities
associated with them like trust and reciprocity. Benefits can be community‐wide, measured by
economic success, or on an individual level.81
The social capital of a community formulates the interaction between the inhabitants of a place to each
other, and to the place itself creating a symbiotic relationship between neighbors and also between
local business owners and residents. Social capital builds reciprocity, trust and mutual benefit. It is “the
ways in which individuals and communities create trust, maintain social networks, and establish norms
that enable participants to act cooperatively toward the pursuit of shared goals.”82 It is the various
social networks we as individuals encounter every day.83 Whether this is the neighborhood butcher who
knows your order when you walk through the door or a neighborhood watch or a network of neighbors
who look out for one another’s kids as they play in outside common areas, social capital brings the sense
of belonging, of community and of productivity. Social capital comprises “the web of relationships and
cooperative action between people who share a geographic space in big cities and/or an interest in
maintaining a healthy neighborhood. What emerges from these relationships over time are established
networks of “small‐scale, everyday public life and thus of trust and social control” necessary to the “self‐
governance” of urban neighborhoods.”84
Areas with generous amounts of social capital enjoy livable spaces and prosperity. Studies indicate that
“where trust and social networks flourish, individuals, firms, neighborhoods, and even nations
prosper.”85 So too, do organizations. A large part of social capital includes involvement in civic
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organizations. In short, location matters. Face to face interaction and exchange is key to the strength of
an organization, a neighborhood, a corporation.86
Creation of social capital has the added benefit of encouraging economic growth. Strong social capital is
decisive to companies exhibiting success across many areas, such as filling jobs and increasing job
retention, product innovation, and promoting the formation of start‐up companies.87 Economic growth
benefits from the more social exchanges and face to face contact in addition to the strictly business
relationships. In similar fashion, neighborhood social capital benefits residents in myriad ways, from
personal satisfaction and community involvement to strong economic interactions. Zoning and the
resultant division of uses can greatly affect these social exchanges. Land use regulation can encourage
mutually beneficial interactions or it can fabricate an artificial frame in place of a city’s natural course.
Strict land use regulation, in particular, dampens the organic flow of a city’s growth, both structurally
and demographically.88
Areas of mixed use seem to enjoy abundant social capital, stemming from the social interactions arising
from the daily activities around a given neighborhood. The varied uses allow for many different types of
traffic and commerce.89 Busy streets feel more secure and more alive. Indeed one generally feels a
greater sense of security on a busy, thriving street than on a deserted one.90 Moreover, busy streets
have an indescribable unintelligible excitement about them. A Boston planner once explained, “I often
go down there [to Boston’s North End] myself just to walk around the streets and feel that wonderful,
cheerful street life.”91
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Re‐imagining zoning for a shrinking population
What should consumption based zoning look like? Certainly a more mixed‐use environment tops the list.
However, this alone is insufficient to potently sustain a consumption based, amenity driven urban form.
The goal should be to create an environment, through zoning and land use initiatives that allow the city
resident easy access to work, commerce and leisure activities. Based on attributes of the Urban Villages
model,92 key ingredients for the plan should include:






Mixed use zoning that allows for variety of services‐this will facilitate job creation of small
businesses in residential areas
Polycentric design‐multiple centers of economic activity
Increased residential density–allowing mixed housing
Increased accessibility – public transportation, pedestrian friendly paths, sufficient parking
facilities
Green space/Open space‐encouraging public use and activity

Recent zoning changes in declining cities
Many of the cities with population loss have revised their zoning codes with varying degrees of radical
change. On one end of the spectrum is Baltimore (which has lost every decade resulting in a 33% of
population since 1950). Ignoring this entrenched trend the Mayor recently announced that she wants to
bring 10,000 new families to the city over the next ten years.93 Although the new zoning code94 does
specifically endorse green space and mixed use development it lacks the urgency of wholesale
transformation of approach to urban design that might give her dream of population growth a fighting
chance. This same lack of sweeping vision can be found in the new codes of Philadelphia,95 St. Louis96
and Cleveland.97 Each of these cities chose a timid path of tepid modification.
Detroit stands alone in its sheer willingness to attempt bold changes. A public announcement by the
Mayor that citizens may be relocated from their homes in high vacancy neighborhoods might have
politically volatile but was certainly audacious.98 The Detroit Future City Plan expressly states as one of
its imperatives that planning must “focus on sizing the networks for a smaller population, making them
more efficient, more affordable, and better performing.”99 The plan expressly acknowledges a smaller
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city calling for population stabilization by 2030 with 600,000‐800,000 residents.100 Unfortunately the
fate of the Detroit Future City Plan is uncertain due to the city declaring bankruptcy.
Another city with a bold plan (and a much better resolution) is Pittsburgh. While zoning plays an
important role, it is the city’s embrace of a new identity that provided the cataclysmic spark for change.
Long identified as a steel manufacturing the city transformed itself to become a center for the high tech
industry. Its success story has found its way into the media, starring in many articles applauding its
rebirth101 and for its reuse of industrial sites for art centers, technology centers and theaters.102 As one
entrepreneur put it, "We're creating the place where we want to live now,"103 a mantra certainly worth
repeating. Pittsburgh was recognized by President Barack Obama as “a bold example of how to create
new jobs and industries while transitioning to a 21st century economy. As a city that has transformed
itself from the city of steel to a center for high‐tech innovation –including green technology, education
and training, and research and development…Pittsburgh will provide …a powerful example of our
work.”104
Pittsburgh is a rich example of repurposing and re‐use in order to create a new city scape from the
remnants of the old.105 Pittsburgh’s Zoning Code was written in 1958 and updated in 1999.106 The
original plan, as was the standard for the day, “promoted suburban style growth.” Interim plans
recognized many of the same issues that were to plague the city in later years – “an overspecialized
economy, degraded environment, inadequate infrastructure and deteriorating downtown.”107 These
were addressed by various means including environmental regulations and redevelopment authorities.
City officials are now overhauling the zoning and planning laws to reflect the new Pittsburgh.
PLANPGH108 is the first comprehensive plan in the city’s history and is broken down into 11
components.109 LandusePGH will integrate the components by 2014 into a land use vision for the
future. While all of the components are interesting, several stand out as taking a new approach to
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planning. DesignPGH divides the city into six study areas.110 OpenspacePGH provides clear instructions
and guidelines for land use and infrastructure decisions about the city’s green spaces.111 LivePGH
inventories current housing stock to understand what types of housing work well in certain locations,
which ones don’t and why. The refreshing honesty of expressly acknowledging population shrinkage
along with the new economic vitality provides a strong base for forward thinking planning. When the
PLANPGH is finalized and implemented a review to gauge success is in order.

Urban Villages
Instead of the tentative steps taken in Baltimore, Philadelphia, St. Louis and Cleveland, I encourage cities
to take the bold steps of adopting radically different zoning construct: Urban Villages.112 Zoning
polycentric Urban Villages diverges from the historical urban form of the so called “natural evolution”
monocentric model of urban economics.113 Lauded by Jane Jacobs decades ago, the city as urban village
continues to be a vibrant example of a living, thriving metropolitan form, found in today’s growing
cities.114 The strategy advocated here differs from the historical Urban Village model of the late 19th
century in that this is not the creation of whole towns.115 Rather, it is a call for cities to rethink the
notions of centralization and separation of uses that hinder consumption.
Cities that adopt this format strive to be polycentric cities in which there are ‘multiple centers of
economic activity’ as opposed to monocentric cities where work/shopping/cultural activities are all
located downtown.116 The rationale behind this layout is that people live in multiple places, not just
where they sleep.117 Additionally, the trend towards urban villages complements the shift from a
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manufacturing to a service industry based economy that some of the older cities are making 118 as
people generally do not want to travel for services and urban villages offer the convenience of all of the
necessary amenities one might need within easy access to one another. Advocates of the urban village
contend that people are more inclined to live next to work now that work is not in a polluted factory and
that advances in technology make it easier to transact business remotely.
Although there are several cities that have adopted this planning model, 119 Phoenix, AZ is the best
example. The city of Phoenix is divided into fifteen urban villages, which are in turn composed of five key
components: core, neighborhoods, open space, community service areas and regional service areas.120
Each village has its own Planning Committee, appointed by the City Council. The planning committees
are responsible for “balancing housing and employment opportunities, concentrating intensity in village
core…and promoting the unique character and identity of each village.”121 The Phoenix General Plan
1985‐2000 was updated on March 12, 2002. The Map of the General Plan marks off Primary Core areas
around which the urban villages are located. These core areas are situated in mixed use, commercial or
high density residential districts. The Planning Commission took the “idea of living, working, and playing
in the same village” as the principle focus of its city plan, which debuted in 1985 as the Phoenix Concept
Plan 2000 and was revised in 1994 and 2002.
The plan calls for a “balanced city‐wide distribution” of private and public services so that no one village
will house the majority of these services.122 The plan is fluid in that it takes into account the specific
resources and features of each village so that each village has something unique to offer. Each village
has its own unique feel, some more urban, some more suburban or rural, some catering to automobile
traffic, others to pedestrians.123 The number of jobs for each village is determined based on the
development patterns of each village.124

Conclusion
In the world of science fiction a zombie cannot be brought back to life. Dead is dead.125 However, in the
world of urban life zombie cities can be brought back to health and vitality, albeit in a form and size that
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differs from their historical identity. Maximizing consumption and social capital should form the
cornerstone of reconstituting failing cities. Zoning is a powerful tool that can facilitate these goals.
Instead of trying to reclaim the golden times of years gone by, cities can view population loss as natural
outcome of changing economies and evolving social structures. Land use regulation can, likewise, evolve
and adapt to new circumstances.
Beginning with increased provision of mixed use zoning and moving on to include neighborhood based
planning that promotes the creation of social interaction and social capital, zoning can serve as an
enabler rather than an impediment to envisioning the re‐birth of cities. Building on the poly‐centric
notion of urban village and adding attention to public open space and easy access to all types of
commercial use, the city forges a new identity and life.
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